Fault tolerant multiphase electrical drives: the impact of design
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Abstract. This paper deals with fault tolerant multiphase electrical drives. The quality of the torque of a vector-controlled Permanent Magnet (PM) Synchronous Machine supplied by a multi-leg Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) is examined in normal operation and when one or two phases are open-circuited. It is then deduced that a seven-phase machine is a good compromise allowing high torque-to-volume density and easy control with smooth torque in fault operation. Experimental results confirm the predicted characteristics.

PACS. 84.50.+d Electric motors – 07.10.Pz Instruments for strain, force, and torque

1 Introduction

Three-phase Wye-connected machines supplied by VSI are the most common electrical drives. However, the tolerance to the loss of one or two phases, due to the failure of power devices of the VSI, is very low since there are only two independent currents. Various configurations to improve the reliability of the drive, keeping the same number of phases, have been studied [1,2]. A modification of the coupling allows recovering one freedom-degree: three currents are then independent. In any case, the original simplicity and low cost of the 3-phase drive is lost.

Multiphase machines with more than three phases can be then considered [3,4]. Even if a higher number of connections is not well adapted for the reliability, these drives are interesting because of their fault-tolerant capability: they can continue to run even with one or two open-circuited phases. Moreover, the drawback of a higher price for these drives is not so obvious especially for low voltage/high current applications such as on-board systems [5,6]. For these systems, the current per phase can be so important that it is not possible to use only two power devices to achieve one leg of the VSI. Parallel/series transistor associations must be used [7,8]. In this case the overall number of transistors can be finally lower with a 5-phase or a 7-phase machine than with a 3-phase machine. Moreover the impact of one transistor failure is less critical with multi-phase machines since it is possible to loose one phase: the overrating is consequently lower and a better thermal repartition of the transistors losses can be imagined.

If the loss of one or two phases is not as critical for five-phase [9] or seven-phase [4] machines as for three-phase machines, an important second time-harmonic torque ripples can appear because of the interactions between the spatial harmonics of the electromotive forces (EMF) and magnetomotive forces (MMF) [10]. The reduction of these torque ripples is an important issue in fault operation.

Fault-tolerant controls of multiphase machines have been studied in the recent years for PM five-phase machines. One solution proposed in [11] for the problem of torque ripples is to impose a sinusoidal EMF for the machine. However, an interesting characteristic of multiphase machines is lost in this case: low torque pulsations even with a trapezoidal EMF. This possibility is interesting since it allows at first to increase the torque density and secondly to reduce the constraints for the designer of the machine in terms of windings and permanent magnets shape.

Other solutions [12,13] suggest changing the control structure when a fault occurs. A new transformation matrix is then used and the currents control is achieved in a new synchronous frame with Proportional Integral (PI) controllers. However, the control is consequently rather complex especially when a third harmonic exists.

In this paper, we show for \( n \)-phase PM synchronous machines that it is possible, if the total number of phase \( n \) is enough high, to keep a trapezoidal EMF and also the same simple control structure as in normal operation. Only a few current references have to be modified. The approach is applied to a seven-phase machine in the cases of one or two open-circuited phases. The simplicity of the control relies on a design constraint of the 7-phase machine: its EMFs must contain only three harmonics: the first, the third and the seven ones.

In the first part of the paper, a characterization of multiphase machines torque is given. The origin of the torque
ripples harmonics is exhibited and then a constraint on machine design, that is adapted for fault operation, is deduced. A control scheme in fault mode operation is presented.

In the second part, experimental results are given for a vector-controlled 7-phase machine that contains mostly the three imposed harmonics \[ \sum_{n} \text{odd harmonics} \]. The mechanical torque is analyzed: in normal operation, when two phases are open-circuited with keeping the original control and when two phases are open-circuited using the improved control.

2 Torque characterization of multiphase machines and deduced constraint

It has been shown \[ \text{[16,17]} \] that a wye-connected \( n \)-phase machine with \( n = 2F + 1 \) is equivalent to a set of \( F \) two-phase fictitious machines which are magnetically independent. Each fictitious machine \( M_{q} \) is characterized by an EMF, a resistance, an inductance and a family of \( nh \pm g \) odd harmonics \( (1 \leq g \leq F) \). Torque \( T \) of the \( n \)-phase machine is the sum of torques \( T_{g} \) of the \( F \) fictitious machines.

\[
T = \sum_{g=1}^{2F} T_{g}. \tag{1}
\]

Thanks to this multi-machine characterization, it is possible to show that the vector control of an \( n \)-phase machine can be deduced easily by implementing several times the \( dq \)-frame vector control usually used for three-phase machines \[ \text{[17]} \]. To ensure a pulsating torque equal to zero, it is then sufficient that the EMF contains harmonics ranks lower than \( n \). Indeed, according to the \( nh \pm g \) odd harmonics associated with each fictitious machine, this condition ensures only one harmonic for each fictitious machine, i.e. each fictitious machine has a sinusoidal EMF. For a three-phase machine, it is found that the real machine can contain the first and third harmonics, i.e. the only two-phase \( dq \) fictitious machine has a sinusoidal EMF. For a seven-phase machine the first, third, fifth and seven harmonics are allowed.

Consequently it can be deduced that, if low torque ripples are required, the constraints on the harmonic EMF content are less important for the designer when the number \( n \) of phases increases.

However, when one or two phases are open-circuited in a \( n \)-phase machine rotating at speed \( \Omega = \omega / p \), with \( p \) the number of pole pairs, large \( 2\Omega \) torque pulsations can appear when the \( dq \) current references of the vector control are unchanged.

The calculus of new current references has been achieved for three-phase and five-phase machines controlled in the natural frame \[ \text{[11]} \] and has led to quickly variable current references. The bandwidth of the current controllers must be large: hysteresis controllers are usually used \[ \text{[11]} \] with the direct inconvenience of a large band spectrum (problems of EMC compliance).

When the third harmonic of EMF is chosen to be kept in order to get a high torque-to-volume density, the calculi are still more complex than with a sinusoidal EMF.

To solve this problem, \[ \text{[12,13]} \] propose to use PI controllers in \( dq \) frames. In these frames the time variations of the current references are slower and consequently PI type controllers can be used. Then, a usual Pulse Width Modulation with a fixed carrier frequency can be chosen. However, in \[ \text{[12,13]} \] the model in fault mode operation is not the same as in normal operation. For each fault mode operation a new structure of the model is chosen with a new transformation matrix and new reference frames. Consequently, the practical implementation of the control is heavy.

We have searched to keep advantages of both previously described approaches: a unique model for normal and fault mode operations and PI controllers in \( dq \) reference frames. However, this is only possible if design constraints are imposed to the multi-phase machine.

One solution is the following: the EMF of \( K \) two-phase fictitious machines must be equal to zero. Number \( K \) is defined by the inequality: \( 2K \geq G,G \) being the number of phases that can be lost. As an example, if one or two phases are lost, only one fictitious machine must have an EMF equal to zero.

This result is based on a few ideas.

At first, we consider that, even if in fault operation with open-circuited phases some actual currents are physically set to zero, the machine remains physically unchanged. The same machine model can be kept but some calculated current references must be modified to take into account these physical constraints.

In a second point, the loss of one or two phases corresponds to the loss of one or two freedom degrees. It is then impossible to impose the currents in all two-phase fictitious machines. Nevertheless, we consider that it is possible to choose the fictitious machine whose currents will not be controlled any more. If the EMFs of this machine are equal to zero, then the torque produced by this machine will be null even with non-controlled currents. Consequently, as supposing that the reference torques in the other fictitious machines are constant, the overall torque of the multiphase machine will be constant too.

It is possible now to examine the impact of the number of phases when this approach is applied. In the case of a three-phase machine there is no solution since there is only one two-phase fictitious machine. In the case of a five-phase machine, as there are only two two-phase fictitious machines, it remains only one fictitious machine whose EMFs can be not equal to zero: \( M1 \) machine, associated with the first harmonic, is then chosen. Consequently, the third harmonic of the EMF must be equal to zero. In fact, the EMFs of the real machine must be sinusoidal that is a severe constraint for the designer of the machine.

In the case of a seven-phase machine it remains two fictitious machines whose EMFs are not equal to zero. It is then interesting to choose \( M1 \) and \( M3 \) machines associated with the first and the third harmonics. We can thus deduce that \( 7h \pm 2 \) harmonic components of \( M2 \) EMFs
must be equal to zero. The first two corresponding harmonics are the fifth and the ninth ones. The amplitude of the ninth component is naturally weak. It is easy to suppress the fifth component of the EMF spectrum by acting either on the shape of the permanent magnets and/or on the stator windings [21]. In most of the cases, due to the large dimensions of the machine and the low number of poles pairs, the magnets shape can be easily adapted without any problems of industrialization. So it can be concluded that seven is the minimum number of phases which allows building a high torque-to-volume density fault tolerant machine without severe constraints on its design.

3 Principle of control in fault mode operation

We explicit in the following paragraph how it is possible, with a seven-phase machine whose EMFs of M2 fictitious machine are null, to ensure low torque ripples when one or two phases are not supplied.

The control structure in fault operation with open-circuited phases is kept the same as in normal operation. The same machine model is kept but some calculated current references must be modified to take into account the physical constraints imposed by the open-circuited phases. The vector control of the machine is presented in Figure 1 [18]. We can recognize three times the same kind of control as for a three-phase machine. Of course, a Concordia matrix transformation \( C_7 \) extended to a seven-phase machine and three rotation matrices whose angle is characteristic of each fictitious machine must be considered.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
-I_{M1}\sin(\omega t) \\
-I_{M1}\cos(\omega t) \\
i_{M2a} \\
i_{M2b} \\
-I_{M3}\sin(3\omega t) \\
-I_{M3}\cos(3\omega t)
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
i_A \\
i_B \\
i_C \\
i_D \\
i_E \\
i_F \\
i_G
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
i_C \\
i_D \\
i_E \\
i_F \\
-(i_B + i_D + i_E + i_F)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The solution of equation (2) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
i_{M2a} &= -I_{M1}\sin(\omega t) - I_{M3}\sin(3\omega t) \\
i_{M2b} &= I_{M1}(0.802\cos(\omega t) - 0.868(\omega t)) \\
& \quad + I_{M3}(0.445\cos(3\omega t) + 0.696\sin(3\omega t))
\end{align*}
\]

4 Experimental results with a fault tolerant axial-flux machine

We take advantage of the fact that M2 EMFs are equal to zero. Consequently, its current references do not have a direct impact on the torque. In normal operation, these references are set to zero in order to minimize the copper losses. In fault operation, current references will be calculated in order to impose constant torques in machines M1 and M3 whereas one or two currents are equal to zero in one or two phases. By this way, the control scheme is the same as in normal operation, including the use of PI controllers. Only M2 current references have to be changed in the “Repartition of reference torques” block (see Fig. 1).

As an example, when two phases shifted by \( 2\pi/7 \) are open-circuited (phases A and B), currents have to verify equation (2) which allows imposing the same currents in M1 and M3 as in normal mode:

\[
\begin{align*}
i_{M2a} &= -I_{M1}\sin(\omega t) - I_{M3}\sin(3\omega t) \\
i_{M2b} &= I_{M1}(0.802\cos(\omega t) - 0.868(\omega t)) \\
& \quad + I_{M3}(0.445\cos(3\omega t) + 0.696\sin(3\omega t))
\end{align*}
\]
windings (see Fig. 3). In the case of axial flux machines, the physical constraints for making the windings are severe. There is an asymmetry relatively to the windings since it is more difficult to insert the end-windings at the inner radius than at the outside radius. It is difficult to achieve windings with more than one slot per pole and per phase. Consequently, the spectrum of the EMFs must be essentially controlled thanks to the shape of the magnets.

For the studied prototype, a 4/5 arc pole (see Fig. 3) allows cancelling the fifth harmonic of EMF. Of course, it should be possible to control more precisely the harmonic spectrum of the EMFs but with more complex shapes or non-radial flux magnetic density [20].

The tests have been achieved at 275 rpm for an average torque (20 Nm) equal to one third of the rating torque (65 Nm). To simplify the analysis of the figures, only $M_1$ fictitious machine is supplied ($I_{M_1} = 3A$, $I_{M_3} = 0$). In Figure 4, we observe the mechanical torque (measured by a torque transducer) at first in normal mode (NM), then with two open-circuited phases without modification of the control (DM1) and finally with new $M_2$ machine current references (DM2). A large second harmonic pulsating torque appears for case DM1: about a peak-to-peak variation of 70% of the rated torque. It results from the interaction between the first harmonic of currents and the third harmonic of EMF. For DM2 case, the references obtained by equation (3) are imposed to the PI controllers of $M_2$ machine and lead to ripples torque which amplitude is of the same order (less than 6% of the rated torque) as in normal mode (less than 3% of the rated torque).

In Figure 5, reference and experimental current vectors of $M_2$ machine in $\alpha\beta$ plane are given. In accordance with equation (3), the reference vector follows an ellipse locus. If globally, the experimental current vector tracks the reference, an error exists. Consequently, currents in $M_1$ and $M_3$ machines can not be perfectly constant and a little torque ripple appears. However the reduction is significant.

In order to point out the impact of the fifth harmonic of EMF, a simulation has been achieved with a seven-phase machine for which we have only changed the waveform of the EMF: a square waveform has been chosen with consequently a ratio of 20% between the fifth and the first harmonics.

We can observe in Figure 6 by comparison of the curves (circle and square pictograms) that the modification of the current references has a good impact on the torque ripples, even if the machine has a square EMF. It is due to the fact that this strategy imposes a constant torque in machines $M_1$ and $M_3$. Nevertheless, the effect of the special machine design is obvious by comparison of the curves (square and diamond pictograms): a reduction of the torque ripples can be noticed.
Figure 7 shows the effect of the EMF harmonic content versus the electromagnetic torque ripples. Keeping the initial control (without modification), the interaction between the EMFs and currents leads to high second, fourth and sixth torque harmonics. With the improved control and a square EMF, the second harmonic disappears and it remains mainly a fourth and a sixth harmonic. This is mainly due to the fifth harmonic of EMF. Finally, with the EMF of the presented machine, it remains only an eight harmonic due to the interaction of the first harmonic of current with the ninth harmonic of EMF.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented, thanks to an analysis of the torque characteristics of the multiphase machines, the harmonic constraints that allow verifying several objectives: a third harmonic EMF component for high torque-to-volume density, a constant torque when one or two phases are open-circuited, an unchanged structure of the vector control. We have then considered a seven-phase machine that verified the previous objectives. Experimental results confirm that a simple modification of the current references allows effectively working with two open-circuited phases and very low torque ripples. More generally, we have shown how a little modification on the design of the machine makes easier the control in fault mode operation. Of course, for a seven-phase machine, the cancellation of the fifth harmonic of EMF leads to a slight reduction of the torque to volume ratio (less than 5% in our case in comparison with a theoretical square--wave EMF machine). Finally, the best moment to switch between current references in normal and fault mode has to be studied in order to reduce the induced transient phenomena.
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